
STERILEX® SPREADERS

BENEFITS

Durable

� Powder coated metal frame

� Metal gear system

� Pneumatic 13” x 5” x 6” wheels

� Lifetime warranty

Accurate dosing

� 90 spread rate options

� Facilitates dosing Sterilex products at correct use rate

� Prevents striping and provides consistent performance

Easy Application

� Comes with copper agitator to enhance powder fl ow 
through spreader

� Includes screen and hard cover to prevent dusting

� Comes with full defl ector shield to prevent aerosolization
� 50 lbs. capacity

Hygienic Design

� Comes with caps for handles to enhance hygienic design

� Cleanable pneumatic wheels

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
   (See Product Label for full usage instructions)

� Pre-measure enough Sterilex Ultra Step to cover the area to 

be treated by dividing total SF to be treated by 100 and then 

multiplying by 3.7/16.  This provides the minimum weight in lbs. of 

product needed (i.e. 10,000 SF would need ~23 lbs. powder).  The 

product can be applied up to double this rate.

� Slowly add Sterilex Ultra Step to the spreader hopper 

    or application device.

� Walk forward at a deliberate pace (3mph) and pull handle to 

begin application.  Sterilex Premium Spreader should be used at 

settings 3.5 - 4.0 to apply 3.7 - 7.4 oz. of Sterilex Ultra Step.  Sterilex 
Handheld Spreader should be used at setting 2.5 to apply 3.7 - 7.4 

oz. of Sterilex Ultra Step/100 SF.*
� Floor surface should have a light coating of Sterilex Ultra Step.

� Once the fl oor surface has no more undissolved Sterilex Ultra Step, 
it is time to reapply. 

� 5 lbs. capacity

� Funnel shaped design tailored for ideal material fl ow
� Reinforced, contoured lip design for easy scooping

� Calibrated specifi cally for Sterilex Ultra Step use
� Ergonomic trigger handle

NOW 
AVAILABLE!

STERILEX 
HANDHELD 
SPREADER

*Note: Spreader application settings can be highly variable.  Recommended Sterilex spreader settings
  are provided as a guide and do not guarantee application rates consistent with the product label. SPS/0117

PRODUCT CODES

Sterilex Premium Spreader: 
P40-5020-KSP16-09FD1

Sterilex Handheld Spreader:
HHS100

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Sterilex off ers custom spreaders which have been calibrated to apply Sterilex powder 

sanitizers at the correct usage rates.

Sterilex off ers a push-behind premium spreader for large applications as well as a 
handheld spreader for smaller or harder to reach areas.

Sterilex off ers EPA registered fl oor sanitizers approved to kill organisms such as 
Salmonella, E. coli and Listeria in entryways, on fl oors, in mats and in foot pans.  


